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Abstract. Yrtp ( 1983) shows that each set having small generators is m the class NP/‘poly which 
was introduced by Karp and Lipton (1980). We show here that the converse is also true, i.e.. each 
set in NP/poly has small generstors. This settles a question left open by Yap I 1983). Further, an 
argument by Meyer stated in Herman and Hartmanis ( 1977) is generahzed to show that a set‘has mall 
generators :f and only if for some sparse set S. .4 E NP( S). 
The following definition is due to Yap [a]. 
Definition. A set A k 1~~3 small gcwrators if for some polynomial p and all n 3 0 there 
is a circuit c of sze at most c(n) with n outputs and k inputs (k depends on n) 
such that, for each x, isI = n, 
s E A iff there is an input z, IzI = k, such that 
c on input z outputs x. 
Further, to avoid the technical inconvenience that a set with small generators 
must have at least one string of each length, we allow the circuits to indicate by a 
special ‘domain indicator’ output whether the output is defined or not. Yap’s results 
remain valid under this additional constknt. 
Yap [9] shows that A has small generators implies AE NP/po!y iwhere NP/poly 
is one of the ‘non-uniform’ classes introduced by Karp and Lipton [3]. 
Definition. For a complexity class %’ let %/pul:,r denote the ~1,:s~ of sets A for which 
there exists an ‘advice’ function h: N + C* that is polynomia!ly bounded, i.e., for 
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